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SUMMARY

International law firm BCLP has announced that 13 of its 18 trainees across London and Hong

Kong SAR have accepted roles in the firm, with a spring (March) retention rate of 72% across the

two regions, and 71% in London.

Offers were made to 15 trainees who applied for a role in this qualifying intake. Of the eighteen

trainees, five have decided to pursue their legal careers outside of BCLP. 

Five of the newly qualified solicitors (NQs) will join BCLP’s Corporate & Finance Transactions

Practice, four will qualify into Litigation & Investigations and four will join the Real Estate Practice.

Senior Emerging Talent Adviser Grace Ambrose said: “As we all continue to feel the impact of Covid

on our working lives we are proud of the resilience our trainee cohort has shown and are delighted

that we were able to extend offers in our key practices to so many NQs.  We continue our

commitment to attracting, developing and retaining junior talent, and are thrilled that so many wish

to remain with the firm and progress their legal careers with BCLP.”

Find out more information on BCLP's Emerging Talent program.
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MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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